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INDUSTRY’S FIRST
WORM DRIVE TABLE
SAW BY SKILSAW
DELIVERS GREATER
POWER FOR PROS
Known for its deep
heritage in engineering
Worm Drive handheld
saws, SKILSAW
introduces the firstever 10-inch Worm
Drive Table Saw to
offer pros increased
power and durability
on the job site.

skilsaw stays
True to the trade
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KILSAW got its start
with the invention of the
circular saw in 1924, and
for decades its worm
drive saws have been
regarded as the job site
standard by tradesmen everywhere.
Today, the company’s commitment
to cutting is stronger than ever and
has expanded its line of professional
grade tools that combine the same
unstoppable legendary performance
tradesmen have come to expect with
the latest power tool innovations.
And after more than 90 years of
staying true to providing professionals with authentic job site solutions,
SKILSAW is just getting started.

They’re bringing something to the
table that pros have wanted for a
while — a world’s first in the construction industry — the SPT70WT-22
10-inch Portable Worm Drive Table
Saw that boasts increased torque
and power with an optimized bestin-class Dual-Field motor to keep it
running cooler, extending the overall
motor life. The table saw is specifically designed for ripping and tackling
difficult cuts, making bogging down a
thing of the past.

SKILSAW worked closely with carpenters, framers, general contractors
and custom builders to ensure the
Worm Drive Table Saw is engineered
to help them work more efficiently.
With a 25-inch cut capacity, large
enough to rip full sheets of plywood,
and a 3 1/2-inch depth of cut, this
saw will tackle wood cutting jobs
with ease. And with SKILSAW’s great
heritage of pioneering Worm Drive
technology in circular saws, pros
get a reliable, compact and portable
saw without sacrificing legendary
durability.
The innovation doesn’t stop there.
Recognizing a greater need for durable and top performing tools in other
industries, SKILSAW has introduced
an entire new lineup of handheld and

The SPT70WT-22’s allmetal roll cage design
and die cast aluminum
table top add to the
saw’s durability, while
staying lightweight,
making for quick
and easy setup and
transportation.

benchtop saws specifically for metal
and fiber cement cutting applications.
These new saws, along with even
more exciting offerings in the future,
will help revolutionize the construction
and manufacturing industries.
To accompany these new products and all future SKILSAW products, SKILSAW continues to provide
an unmatched Stay True Guarantee,
which pledges that users will get
the same legendary performance in
these new saws they have come to
expect. Pros have 180 days to test
out the tools and receive a full refund
if not satisfied.
Welcome to the next chapter in
the SKILSAW legacy. For more information visit www.skilsaw.com.

